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Mesolozooic Variant
The Mesolozooic variant allows you
to play Mesozooic as a solo player.
You still build three zoos, and your
goal is to score as many total points as
possible.
Instead of choosing cards as normal,
you assign cards to all three of your
zoos simultaneously, then build a
different zoo each round.

PLAYING THE GAME

Choose

Game End

Before the start of the first round,
there is a plan step in which you
assign cards to each of your three zoos
simultaneously.

Each round, choose one of your piles
of cards; you must choose a different
pile each round. Resolve the build and
score steps as normal using the cards
in the chosen pile. Note which pile
you use for each round.

After you have finished replaying a
round, the game ends. To determine
your total, add up your scores with
each pile (do not drop your lowest
score).

Plan
Draw the top three cards of the deck
and place them faceup in front of you
as the start of three separate rows.
Each row will contain the cards for
one of your zoos.

After the third round, replay your
lowest-scoring round using the same
pile as before. Keep your higher score
with that pile.

Set up
Take one director card as normal. To
create the deck, shuffle together three
sets of basic cards and the neutral
cards. You will not use the directors of
the other two sets.

Then deal out 33 cards from the deck
and return the remaining cards to the
box without looking at them.

To prepare for the next round, set
aside your director card. Then set
aside the cards from the zoo you just
scored in a pile. Do not shuffle any
cards together.

Replay Round

Mesolozooic follows the normal rules
of Mesozooic, with the following
changes:

Note: Instead of the neutral cards,
you may choose or randomly select
eight advanced cards to include in
the deck.

End of the Round

Then compare your score to the
following chart to see what visitors
thought of your zoos:
0–29

Boring

30–44

Fine

45–59

Amusing

60–74

Exciting

75–89

Thrilling

90+

Amazing
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Then draw three more cards from
the deck and assign one card of your
choice faceup to each row. Repeat
drawing and assigning until each row
has 11 cards (and the deck has run
out). Collect each row into a separate
pile and set the piles aside. Then start
the first round.
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